
A Matter of Life and LIMS
Two weeks ago, Professor Smythe, a CSI
wanna-be, finally realized the need for a
LIMS in his laboratory after he received a
stern note from the local police. They
claimed that the water sample he volun-
teered to assay and then returned to them
from the scene of a suspected pollution-
dumping incident by the Brews Brothers
Beer Company was hopelessly contami-
nated according to their own independent
analysis—with coffee creamer, of all things.

Smythe immediately confronted
Randy, his brand-new postdoc from
Canada, whom he had put in charge of
the sample, demanding to know how it
had been processed and everyone
involved. Unfortunately, the postdoc
wasn’t yet familiar with everyone in the
lab by name and expertise, and so he
had more or less let them do their own
thing, glancing in on them from time to
time. Thus, he was only able to give a
piecemeal account of what he observed
about the six people, including himself,
who touched the sample.

Each of the others had touched the
sample only once, and although each
would typically grab one of the five differ-
ent-colored one-size-fits-all lab coats when
they came in for the day, no one would
ever think of doing another’s assigned task.

What was the order in which the five
lab workers (four technicians and a grad-
uate student) handled the sample, what
were they wearing, and what were they
doing that day? Most importantly, who
was the likeliest “saboteur”? (For extra
credit, for those who are LIMS aficiona-
dos: How many sample location records
would a LIMS need to track the sample
chain of custody? How many fields would
be in each record?)
1. The woman in the white lab coat

passed the sample to Mike, who test-
ed its pH and gave it to the woman in

the green lab coat working at the mass
spectrometer.

2. Ethel passed it to the man in the blue
lab coat, who gave it to Felicity.

3. The woman in the rose-colored lab coat
was working at the computer in the
office/lounge and gave the sample back
to Randy after she coded the data.

4. Randy remembered first giving the
sample to Julia, who was working at the
UV spectrophotometer.

5. The woman in the rose-colored lab coat
got the sample from David.
That was, unfortunately, not enough

to allow poor Randy to make the deter-
mination. Luckily, Professor Smythe
remembered a few things on his own from
that day that allowed them to determine
the chain of custody and who had most
likely contaminated the sample.
1. That day, Smythe had seen someone

from his lab bending over to get coffee
creamer from the cupboard under the
communal pot they kept perking in the
hall. Though he didn’t see her face, he

remembered the rose-colored lab coat.
2. Professor Smythe had assigned the grad-

uate student to wash glassware that day.
3. He remembered seeing Mike in that

horrible yellow-stained lab coat.
4. No one was ever allowed to eat or drink

in the lab.
Mark S. Lesney ◆
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Answer to “A Matter of Life and LIMS”:Randy gave
the sample to (A)Julia,a technician,who wore the white lab
coat and was working on the UV spectrometer;she gave it
to (B)Mike,a technician,who was wearing the yellow-stained
lab coat and working on the pH meter;he gave it to (C)Ethel,
a technician,who was wearing the green lab coat and
working on the mass spectrometer;she passed it to (D)David
(the graduate student),who was wearing the blue lab coat
and washing glassware;David passed the sample to (E)Felic-
ity,the fourth technician,who was wearing the rose-colored
lab coat and working on the computer in the office/lounge.
Felicity was the most likely suspect,as she was in the one
area where drinking coffee was allowed and had been seen
going for the creamer,although later she admitted sneaking
coffee with creamer to David because she felt bad that he
was stuck washing glassware for the fourth day in a row.So
either or both of them could have been the culprit—at least
on circumstantial evidence.(Other than David’s chapped
hands from not wearing gloves,no graduate students were
hurt in the course of this investigation.) [As for the extra cred-
it:There would be six records,one for each person in the lab;
there would be six fields,one each for name,lab coat color,
title,instrument,sample from,and sample to.]


